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Joinery and
Woodwork
Anne-Lise says…
As I am slowly waking up from a long
Winter, I am full of enthusiasm and
have plenty of great ideas of what I
could do next. It is time to shake off
the dust, get back into shape and
start new projects… but quite often I
lack the drive to get started.
In Spring, it’s important to take time
and not rush into things as we
transition to Summer. If I need extra
motivation I will think about
something in the week that made me
smile or feel good.
This week, I saw Martine flying a kite
in Roseburn Park. I have also heard
from some local photographers that
a couple of otters and their three
pups are feeding on fishes under the
bridge at the entrance to Saughton
Park.
Can you
think of
something
that really
made you
smile this
week?

Easter Eggs
We have a new kit
available for you. If you
haven’t already received
your kit, you’ll find it with
this newsletter. There are
some wooden Easter
Eggs for you to sand and
decorate. We can then
show these off in our next zoom together!

Spring Landscape
Vicente has made a video showing you how to create
a sensational Spring Landscape using twigs and
paints. Have a go and see what you can create!

Spring Video
Luke has made a video telling you all about Spring.
He tells you about some things you can expect to
see at this time of year.
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Outdoor Workspace
Tea Breaks
Remember, the Easter Holidays
start on Friday 2nd April.

The Joinery and woodwork staff have been hard at work
creating a new outdoor workspace for you to use. Here
are some pictures of us working on it:

There will be no Zooms over the
Easter break.
Zoom tea breaks will start again on
Monday 19th April.
Have a Happy Easter Holiday!

Email Us!
We love to see what our members
are up to at home, so if you have
anything you would like to share,
please send us an email to:
garvaldwoodworkers@garvald
edinburgh.org.uk
If we like your picture, it could
feature in our next newsletter!

Remember…

Here is the finished shelter!

You can download all our previous
newsletters from the website.
There’s an audio version online,
too, so you can listen along.
To find the newsletters, audios, and
all of our videos, visit
www.garvaldedinburgh.org.uk
and click on the ‘Wood and Tools’
section.
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Kristine

Robert

When did you
first start
working in the
Woodwork/
Joinery?

When did you
first start
working in the
Woodwork/
Joinery?

I started working in
the joinery in
November 1982. The joinery was small and
we only had three machines!

What were your first impressions?
It took some adjusting for the male trainees
(as members were then called) to be ok to
have a woman as their workshop leader as
they had been used to a man in that role.

What was being made in the workshop
at the time?
Wooden toys such as rocking horses, dolls
houses, dolls proms, trains, jigsaws were in
demand. We made many but the big
production didn’t quite happen!

Tell us something interesting about
the workshop that we might not know.
The two joinery groups had separate rooms
(like now) but the joinery group which I was
in charge of was based in what is now the
main machine room. A disadvantage with
this room is the lack of daylight!

I started in the
joinery in 1984.
But I was only there until Christmas. When I
joined Kristine was leader. She suggested I
should try other workshops and could come
back to the joinery. I came back in 1988.

What were your first impressions?
I thought it was big and there was lots of
space.

What was being made in the workshop
at the time?
I remember making coasters and a lyre. We
even made a mallet that we used in the
workshop. We mostly made instruments.
Also toys.

Tell us something interesting about the
workshop that we might not know.
It was lively. Different characters different
personalities. Every one had their own
personalities, and you either got on with
them or your didn't. But that's life.

Can you share a fond memory of your
time in the workshop?

Can you share a fond memory of your
time in the workshop?

Looking back and thinking about my many
years in the Joinery, I feel it gave me much
joy to support and enable members to make
the things they made, and that I could say to
myself ‘this is good’.

I think tea breaks with Alastair Robertson- I
remember taking about lots of things with
them which I thought were very interesting.
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Kyle: The Flowers
& I Like Spring
Kevin M: Baby
Animals, The
Plants Growing
Back & Warmer
Weather.

Luke: Sunshine,
Flowers, Cut Grass
& Chickens

What do you
like about
Spring?
Andrew: Flowers,
Rain, Green, Birds
& Crocuses.

PJ: Bees, Sun,
Garlic & Warmth.

Kenneth Fairlie:
Blue Sky, Green
Leaves, Sunshine,
Warm & Bumble
Bees.

Patrick: Longer
Days & Looking
Forward to
Summer.
Katie: Everything is
starting to bloom

Justyna: Warm,
Bumble Bees,
Flowers & New
leaves

Blaithín:
Flowers, Colour,
Nice Weather,
Daffodils & Baby
Lambs.

Kevin J: Sun, Rain
& Autumn

Malcolm: I Like the
Warm Weather

Rebecca: A
Welcome Bit of
Colour

Kevin Murray:
Pretty Flowers,
Sunny Days & Fun
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Member Pictures

Top left is Freddie
working on some
wooden shapes for
a mobile for a new
baby in the family!
Above is Alastair
and his bowl.
Top right is Robert
and his finished
step stool!

Above is Dhaoud and
Kenneth working on the
shaving horse in the
new outdoor workspace.
On the far left is John
Black and the King Kong
he has made from our
kit. Look how he has
decorated it!
On the left is Chris in the
garden with his
pinwheel.
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Spring Activities
The answers to all the activities are
on our Website.

Word search
Can you find all these words
in the word search?
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Spot the difference
There are 5 differences between
the two pictures on the left.
Can you find them all?

Easter Egg Hunt!
There are some Easter Eggs
hidden all over this newsletter.
How many can you find?!

Easter in France
According to legend, Church
bells fly to Rome on Good
Friday, and return on Easter
Sunday.
When they return, they bring
chocolates and sweets!
You can find a colouring sheet
on the next page.
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